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PRELUDE
"Through wisdom is a house builded; and by understanding it is established: and by
knowledge…filled with all precious and pleasant riches." Proverbs 24:3-4
As another AISAT day unfolds, it's with a great sense of pride and exultance that one looks back
at the remarkable achievements of the institution in such a short span of four years. It has
reached a significant juncture where the first batch of AISATians is on the threshold of
acquiring their professional degree.
The heritage that has been passed down through generations has been kept alive with the
whole-hearted support and co-operation extended to it from all quarters. The strategic
position of the college in the industrial belt of Kalamassery has been instrumental in its
enviable growth in stature. A clear vision about the areas to be developed, modified and
established has led to the tremendous development of the institution.
As envisaged by its pioneers, the institution has had a voluminous advancement in
infrastructure and academics. In order to sustain this in the hugely competitive engineering
field, educational and technical collaborations are maintained through MOU's with
professional bodies of the likes of SEEM, ICI, GRACE, ASA-KERALA, IETE, IGS etc.
“The task of modern educator is not to cut down jungles but to irrigate deserts”. As such the
management of AISAT has been highly resourceful when it comes to providing training for the
teaching fraternity. The faculty development programme 'KAIZEN' was launched from the very
outset with a view of creating excellent staff, capable of merging modern technology and
traditional value system.
With the intention of nurturing a thorough Engineering professional, a host of Student
Associations were initiated offering a series of activities like technical lectures, presentations,
industrial visits, meeting the professional stalwarts and community services, emphasizing the
thrust towards an explorative and open minded approach. The AISAT Civil Engineering
Association(ACEA), Fleeting Albertian Mechanical Engineers(FLAME),LUMINA- the Electrical
and Electronics Engineering Student's Association, Electronics and communication
Engineering Association(EACE), Emerging Innovators of Albertian Community(ENIAC- CSE)
substantiate this view.
The Academic Advisory Committee (AAC) and Departmental Advisory Committee (DAC)
meetings are held regularly to assess the developments and accomplishments of the
institution and to identify major thrust areas of specialization in a broader spectrum. To adhere
to its vision of “creating technically competent and ethically strong innovative minds”, AISAT
has initiated various clubs and projects like the Toastmasters club, Ashwas centre, NSSTechnical unit, Placement and training cell, Nature club, Animation club, Encon club, Design
and Innovation club, Literary club, Sports and Cultural club.
All these factors have been instrumental in bringing the college to the forefront and it is already
striding ahead in all aspects. The future endeavours are well planned to help it reach greater
heights. Let's not be complacent and keep in mind these meaningful verses as we seek new
horizon to explore and conquer“The woods are lovely, dark and deep
But I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep
And miles to go before I sleep.”
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Some prominent events
AISAT DAY 2015

Albertians celebrated AISAT Day on March 20, 2015. It was a joyful and grand
occasion. His Excellency Rt. Rev. Dr. Joseph Kariyil, Bishop of the Diocese of Cochin,
graciously presided over the function. In his inaugural address he underlined the
significance of narrowing down the gap between the engineering degree and the
engineering industry. Padmashree Chev. Dr. Tony Fernandez, Chairman, Dr. Tony's
Eye Hospital & Chief Guest of the day, stressed that engineers should have social
commitments. He detailed about Kailash Satyarthi, Nobel laureate who sacrificed his
engineering career to pursue his commitment towards social welfare. Dr. Tony
Fernandez also inaugurated the AISAT Ashwas Centre. His Excellency Rt. Rev. Dr.
Joseph Kariyil handed over the by-law copy (rules and regulations of AISAT Ashwas
Centre) to Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil, Associate Manager. Prof. Dr Babu T. Jose,
Director and Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal were conferred platinum membership of
AISAT Ashwas Centre. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, in his address made a
retrospection about the various activities initiated by AISAT during the academic year
2014-15. He personally expressed his heart felt gratitude to His Excellency Rt. Rev.
Dr. Joseph Kariyil for accepting the invitation and being a part of the celebrations. The
inaugural session was followed by cultural events which were celebrated in high
spirits.
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SCHOLA BREVIS '15

‘SCHOLA BREVIS', the annual induction programme for the new comers was
organized on August 1, 2015. His Grace Most Rev. Dr. Francis Kallarakal,
Metropolitan Archbishop of Verapoly and Patron of the Institution presided over the
function. Mr. P. C. Cyriac IAS, former Chief Secretary, Govt. of Tamil Nadu was the
chief guest of the day. In the presidential address, the Archbishop pointed out the
influence of digital media on the youth and the necessity of blossoming into an
Engineer with a humane touch and integrity. His Grace also reminded the parents to
create an ambience conducive for education and guide their wards towards a fruitful
life. The guest of honour, Mr. P. C. Cyriac addressed the new students regarding the
tremendous opportunities and challenges facing the engineering community of the
country in helping the nation thrust forward in an economic growth mode. He also
urged the students to develop self-confidence and learn from their mistakes and
failures. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager in his address urged the students to
dream big. He added that success is never an accident but the result of years of
preparation and hard work. Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil presented memento to His
Grace Most Rev. Dr. Francis Kallarakal as a token of love from AISAT Family.
A book named 'Gate Way to Engineering', an AISAT Publication was also released on
the same day. This book throws light on engineering education - yesterday, today and
tomorrow and challenges & opportunities in the engineering profession. The book is
a compilation of articles published by experts in the different fields of engineering
and will become handy and useful for youngsters who have an inclination towards
engineering to select a branch of engineering that suits individual taste and talent.
The Archbishop released the book by handing over the first Copy to Mr. P. C. Cyriac,
IAS. Renowned psychologist, Mr. Justin Padamadan delivered a talk on 'Essence of
Education: Role of Students and Parents' for the new students and parents. He also
delivered a talk on 'Adolescence: Challenges and Opportunities' for the students.
Prof. Dr. P. X. Joseph, Department of ASH enlightened the students on 'How to
transform yourself into a professional'.
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Free Eye Camp

A free eye camp for the Albertians and public was held at AISAT on March 21, 2015.
The camp was organized in connection with AISAT DAY '15 celebrations. It was a
joint venture of AISAT Ashwas centre, AISAT NSS unit and Dr. Tony's Eye Hospital,
Aluva. The Eye Camp was completed successfully with 300 patient checkups and
special cases, which required surgery, were referred to Dr. Tony's Eye Hospital to
undergo surgery free of cost. Medicines were also distributed free of cost during the
camp.

AISAT Gateway to Engineering: Awareness Programme

Gateway to Engineering: Awareness programme was tailor designed for students
who aspire to be in the field of engineering. Prof. Dr. David Peter S., Registrar, CUSAT,
officially inaugurated the AISAT-Gateway to Engineering: Awareness Programme on
May 16, 2015. In his inaugural address he threw light upon some of the most
important decisions to be taken in a person's life. He also emphasized the need to
wisely choose a carrier as it is an important decision in life. Rev. Dr. Clement
Valluvassery, Manager in his presidential address highlighted the significance of a
student's mind set and perspective for a successful career. He said 'Success never
comes by accident; it demands a lot of commitment and hard work'. He urged the
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students to dream big as all great things will happen twice: first in your mind and then
in reality. Prof. Dr. Babu T. Jose, Director felicitated the gathering and shared his
academic and professional experiences.
The Inaugural function was followed by a presentation on Introduction to various
branches in Engineering by Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal. A talk on the Importance
of Mathematics in Engineering was delivered by Prof. Dr. P. X. Joseph, Dept. of ASH.
This was followed by a session on Engineers and Industry by Ms. Veena V., Asst.
Professor, Dept. of CE. The faculty members from various departments presented an
introduction to their respective engineering branches.

Seminar on Changing Scenario in Technical Education

As a part of the National Technology Day Celebrations at AISAT, a one-day seminar
on 'Changing Scenario in Technical Education' was inaugurated by Dr. Poulose
Jacob, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, CUSAT on May 15, 2015. The seminar was sponsored
by Kerala State Council for Science Technology and Environment (KSCSTE). In the
inaugural address, Dr. Poulose Jacob highlighted the importance of learning,
especially in the field of technical education. He added that the Government has the
responsibility to provide opportunity to all the students who are qualified for higher
education and the recent proliferation of technical education centres in the State is to
be viewed in this perspective. He also commented that the higher education
expenses in India are still one of the lowest among the developed and developing
countries.
The inaugural function was followed by technical presentations by eminent
personalities like Prof. V.P.N. Nampoori, Professor Emeritus, International School of
Photonics, CUSAT, Mr. George Paul, Consultant and former R&D Head, Eddy Current
Controls, Mr. Razin Rahman, Managing Director, ActivChar Ltd, Dr. Nisam Rahman,
District Co-coordinator, NSS and Mr. P. M. Chacko, former National President,
Institution of Engineers.

Library Week celebration
Library Week was celebrated at AISAT from October 26 to 28, 2015 as a
part of National Library Week Celebrations. The aim of the celebration was to
promote and encourage the values of reading. The event was inaugurated by
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Prof. Dr. M. Leelavathy, renowned Malayalam writer, literary critic, and educationist.
In her inaugural address, she reminded that a human life will become complete and
meaningful only once he/she reads and understands good poetries, stories and
classic novels. She also added that reading habits should not be syllabus centric, but
value centric. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager chaired the function. In his
address, he mentioned that when one reads good classic books and novels, he/she
also becomes a part of the events and experiences mentioned in the literature. He
added that through reading we are in away becoming one among them. Various
competitions were held as a part of the library week celebration. Prof. Leelavathy
gave away the prizes to the winners of various literary competitions. A book
exhibition by Calicut Books was also held in AISAT campus as a part of the library
week celebrations.

Technical Talk by Prof. Andrew McIntosh, University of Leeds
Prof. Andrew McIntosh, University of Leeds visited AISAT Technical campus on
February 22, 2016. He is a pioneer in thermodynamics and combustion with many
years of experience in aeronautical industry. He has contributed many articles for
research on supersonic aircrafts. His research on Bombardier beetle has helped in
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improving spray combustion technologies. Such efforts, an excellent example for
biomimetic engineering, has helped us to understand and appreciate nature in a
better way.
Prof. Andrew McIntosh delivered a talk on 'Intricacies of flight', which was based on
his attempts to understand the flight of birds. During his talk, he explained the
wonderful biological mechanisms that helps a bird to fly. In an elegant and inspiring
manner, he led us to think how God's creation overrules the evolutionary logic. The
talk was filled with technically rich content, which was understandable even to the
undergraduate students. During the interaction session Prof. Andrew McIntosh,
shared with us a few tips as to how we can start a biomimetic group.

Hack the Moon

AISAT proudly hosted 'Hack the Moon', a hackathon which is a unique project to
involve and invigorate the young minds to the exciting world of lunar research.
Hack the Moon was held on October 10, 2015 at AISAT. Chief Guest, Mr. P. N.
Subramanian, former Deputy Director, Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)
inaugurated the hackathon.
AISAT was connected to the ground station at San Jose, California
(Sacramento/Folsom California is another ground station) through a state of the art
broadcaster for streaming live videos. Students from AISAT presented their creativity
projects for moon which included farming methods, electromagnetic roads,
transportation systems, habitat for humans and so on. Students presented their
projects to experts in US and had deliberations with them. The hackathon formulated
and supported by Lunar Cubes, USA was brought to AISAT by Axcenta ITES Pvt. Ltd,
Kochi. AISAT Manager Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Associate Manager Rev. Fr.
Alex Kurishuparambil, Asst. Manager Rev. Fr. John Christopher, Principal Dr. K. E.
George and Axcenta CEO, Mr. Philip George were present.

Engineers’ Day Celebration
Engineers’ Day was celebrated at AISAT on September 14, 2015. As a remarkable
tribute to the greatest Indian Engineer Bharat Ratna Visvesvaraya, a technical
seminar was held at AISAT. Prof. Dr. Kanchan Chowdhary, a renowned scholar and
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academician from IIT, Kharagpur was the resource person. He
is the head of Department of Cryogenics, IIT, Kharagpur. Dr.
Choudhary was accompanied by Dr. Rijo Jacob Thomas,
Assistant Professor, TKM College of Engineering, Kollam.
Dr. Choudhary lectured upon the concepts and applications of
Refrigeration and Cryogenics. He also shared his ideas on the
innovations happening in the cryogenics sector. It was followed by an interactive
session between the students and the resource person. Ms. Asha K. R., HoD incharge, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering presented a memento to Prof. Choudhary
as a token of gratitude of AISAT.

AISAT joins hands with Green Vein in Billion Tree Project

The 'Billion Tree Project' is an ambitious initiative to plant one billion trees in India
being taken up by GreenVein.org. The Green Vein initiative is promoted by Abheda
Ganga Mayya Trust, Haridwar under the leadership of Swami Samvidanand. The aim
of the One Billion Tree project is to address environmental degradation through a
multi-stakeholder pan-India movement for afforestation. Once the movement covers
29 Indian states, one Billion saplings will be planted under the project. Chief coordinator Swami Samvidanand highlighted that trees are essential to the livelihood
and cultures of people around the world, and are home to 80 percent of the Earth's
land-based plants and animals. To promote such a noble initiative Rev. Dr. Clement
Valluvassery, Manager and Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil, Associate Manager
planted tree saplings and officially inaugurated the green movement in AISAT
Campus. The event was witnessed by the Green Vein Officials, faculty members and
students of AISAT.

Guru Vandanam
Teacher's day celebration was held
at AISAT on September 4, 2015. The
highlight of the day was Guru
Vandanam in which teachers were
given gurudakshina by the students
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to honour the teachers. Teachers showered their blessings on the students for a
healthy and prosperous life.
The ceremony was inaugurated by Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil, Associate
Manager. Students gave gifts to all the teachers. Mr. Paul Ansel V., HoD, Department
of ECE and Mr. Tiju Baby, Assistant Professor, Department of EEE shared their
memories about the teachers who had influenced their life. Rev. Fr. John Christopher,
Assistant Manager and Prof. Dr. K E George, Principal were also present during the
occasion.

AISAT-NSS Technical Cell Inauguration

AISAT took a new step in its path of social commitment with the official inauguration
of AISAT NSS technical cell on April 23, 2015. The NSS State coordinator, Mr. Abdul
Jabbar Ahammed inaugurated the unit. He appreciated the enthusiasm shown by
AISAT management in the formation of the NSS unit. He delivered a very inspiring
speech which highlighted the activities undertaken by NSS technical cell in its effort
to mould social engineers.
Dr. Nisam Rahman, NSS District coordinator and Mr. A. D. Jose, Municipal-ward
member also addressed the gathering. A blood group directory of the faculty and
students was released by the NSS Unit of AISAT.

Chrysalis'16 - The Arts fest
Chrysalis'16- the annual arts fest of AISAT was held on January 29, 2016 with a wide
range of individual and group events. The event witnessed the showmanship and
creative side of the AISATians. Students competed house-wise and points were
allotted for each event as per the declared rules.
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Principal, Dr. K. E. George welcomed the gathering. The Chief Guest of the day was
Mr. Adolph Fernandez an renowned Singer, Guitarist, Lyricist, Composer of various
Music Albums and Bands. In the inaugural speech Mr. Adolph Fernandez said that he
was honoured to be a part of this event. He concluded his speech by supportively
singing a beautiful song for the audience. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager,
AISAT addressed the gathering and shared his opinion that such forums are
platforms for the students to show case their artistic and creative skills.
The certificates and trophies for the events were presented by Sr. Diana Solomon and
Dr. Raju Parameswaran at the Da- Vinci auditorium during the intervals between the
events.

Zealousta'16 - The Sports fest

AISAT celebrated Annual Sports Day, 'Zealousta', on February 5, 2016 in AISAT
Technical Campus. Dr K. E. George, Principal, AISAT welcomed the gathering. M. M.
Jacob, Former Indian International football player and Coach with over 35 years of
experience in the football arena, was the chief guest of the day. He officially
inaugurated the sports meet by kicking off the soccer ball. In the inaugural speech Mr.
Jacob congratulated the AISAT family for allotting a day for sports amidst the busy
technical schedule. He was of the opinion that a healthy mind stays in a healthy body
and hence students should always give importance to physical games. Rev. Dr.
Clement Valluvassery, Manager, AISAT, remarked that Sports activities will bring in
dedication and the importance of teamwork. Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil,
Associate Manager, AISAT, handed over the memento to the chief guest.
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The students actively participated in track and field events. Both Football and
Basketball finals were held on the same day amid much excitement and fanfare. The
winners of the various events were awarded trophies, medals and certificates. The
individual championship for boys was shared by Mr. Raphael Nirmal Gilbert, S8 ME
and Shyam Mohan, S6 EEE and the individual championship for girls was bagged by
Ms. Jaisy Jose, S6 CE.

AVANZA -’16

Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering and Department of
Electrical & Electronics Engineering jointly organized intercollegiate paper
presentation contest, AVANZA-2016 on the topic ‘Innovations in Electronics and
Electrical Engineering’ on February 20, 2016. The program was inaugurated by Prof.
Dr. Lillykutty Jacob, Professor, Department of ECE, NIT Calicut. She was the recipient
of Prof K M Bahauddin Award for the Distinguished Engineering Teacher of Kerala in
the year 2016. The award is sponsored by NITCAA.
The proceedings of AVANZA-2016 was also released by the chief guest. The judges
of the contest were Ms. Asha Elizabeth Daniel, Associate Professor, Division of
Electrical Engineering, School of Engineering, CUSAT, Mr. Jose Prakash, Junior
Research Fellow SOE CUSAT and Mr. Arunkant A. Jos, Asst. Prof., Dept. of ECE,
AISAT. There were 15 teams from various Engineering colleges across Kerala.
Mr. Nithin Vasanth and Mr. Anantharaman from CUSAT won the first prize. Mr.
Mathew M. Kavalam from Amaljyothi College of Engineering won the second prize.
Mr. Anirudh S. Nair and Vincy Rajan from Muthoot Institute of Technology and
Science won the third prize. Rev. Fr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager, AISAT
distributed merit certificates and cash award Rs 10000/-,Rs 5000/- and Rs 3000/respectively .
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Bridge the Gap 2015
AISAT conducted Bridge the Gap2015 from June 22 to July 9,
2015.Bridge the Gap is a special
initiative of ASIAT Centre for
Placement and Training to make
Engineering Students learn the art of
Employability through short term
courses that focus on bridging the
gap which exists between the
curriculum and industry requirements. This was the second event in
the series. The project was a
practical training program for
Engineering Undergraduate students
to provide a knowledge-base and
practical skills necessary for many
careers, along with improving the
Soft Skills of the students.
The highlights of this year's Bridge the Gap were Technical Talks, Industrial Visits,
Aptitude Tests, Group Discussions, Talks, Workshops and Hands on training, Time
Management etc. For the third semester students, a session on Connecting Basic
Science and Engineering was conducted on June 22, 2015.The resource person Mr.
George C. Paul, emphasized the importance of basic sciences in engineering
studies. On June 23, 2015 a session on Attitude and Life was conducted by Prof.
Soby Sebastain, Department of English, RU College, Kakkanad. He said that positive
thinking will always lead to success in life. A talk on etiquette was handled by Fr.
Kuriakose, Salesion of Don Boso on June 25, 2015.On June 29, 2015 a session on
Moulding Engineering Concepts was handled by Dr. Nissam Rahman, Professor, Jai
Bharath College of Engineering, Perumbavur. On June 30, Mr. P. M. Thalhat from
Cybercrime Department took a session on Cyber World Pros and cons.
Meet the CEO was held on July 1, 2015. The main objective of Meet the CEO session
was to bring entrepreneurs to college and share their personal experiences with
the students. Mr. Lentin Joseph, founder and CEO, Qhotics, Kakkanad and Mr.
Abhraham, CEO, Cool Minds were the CEOs who visited our campus. On July 2, 2015
a session on Traffic Rules and Road Safety was handled by Mr. Vinod Kumar N.,
Motor Vehicle Inspector, RT office Ernakulum. On July 3, another session on Road
Safety and Health was given for the third semester students. The session was
handled by Dr. Rajeev Jayadevan. A Two-day placement training programme was
organized for the seventh semester students from July 7 to 8, 2015. A workshop on
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Time Management was conducted by Rev. Fr. Vibin Choothanparabil for the fifth
semester students on July 8, 2015.The workshop was very useful and interactive
with a lot of fun games related to time management.

Urja Kiran 2015-16

AISAT in association with WWF-India and Energy Management Centre (EMC)
organized Urjakiran-2016, an initiative of Centre for Environment and Development
for the Energy Conservation on January 28, 2016. The programme was inaugurated
by Ms. Jessy Peter, Chairperson, Kalamassery Municipality. URJA KIRAN 2015-16
is an Energy Conservation Awareness Campaign (ECAC). The objective of URJA
KIRAN 2015-16 – ECAC is to create awareness among the general public and equip
them for efficient management of all forms of energy, to promote energy efficiency
and energy conservation and to develop new sources of energy as well as novel
energy technologies with a view to increasing the production and facilitating the use
of energy on a sustainable basis. This program, in general, focuses on enhancing
environmental awareness and fostering critical thinking and problem solving
approaches among participants, by helping them to become actively involved in the
exploration of their immediate environment through understanding certain concepts
and undertaking some selected activities related to Energy conservation and energy
efficiency. The intention is to encourage an approach which takes some of these
basic ideas and adapt them to suit local needs.
A session on Ecological Footprint and Sustainable Development was also conducted
as a part of the programme. Mr.Renjan Mathew Varghese, State Director, WWF-India
and Mr.A.K.Sivakumar, Senior Education Officer, WWF-India were the
representatives of WWF present during the programme.

Blood Donation Camp
NSS Technical cell AISAT and Rotary
Club of Cochin in association with IMA
Ernakulam conducted a Blood
Donation Camp on September 10,
2015 at AISAT Campus. The chief
guest for the camp was Mr. Jijo
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Palathinkal, President, Rotary Club. With an active participation from the AISATians
the camp was a huge success and collected more than 50 units of blood.

NSS Camp

The NSS technical unit of AISAT conducted a one week camp at the adopted village,
Moolampilly of Kadamakudy gramapanchayat from December 16 to 22, 2015. More
than 50 students voluntarily participated in the camp.
The camp was conducted with the help of local governing body and St. Augustine
Church, Moolampilly. Rev. Fr. Rony Joseph Manakkil inaugurated the camp. The
seven day camp was systematically planned with various activities. A few attractions
of the camp were a survey, where volunteers visited each house at Moolampilly and
collected information about their education, health, availability of drinking water,
power consumption etc. and a medical camp in association with Lourdes Hospital,
Ernakulam which was very successful. The medical camp witnessed participation of
more than 100 children below the age of seventeen. A training camp on self
employment was organised for the residents by Mr. Varghese Paul, Director, Bhadha
Geevatha Margam. Several cultural programmes and talks were also held to entertain
and motivate the students. The camp ended on December 22, 2015.

ENCON Club inauguration
AISAT witnessed the inaugural ceremony
of ENCON Club on October 1, 2015.
ENCON Club is a venture of BPCL Kochi
Refiner y orienting the student
communities of Kerala with a noble
motto of spreading the message 'Need
for Energy Conser vation and
Environment Protection'. AISAT started the club as we give much importance to
environmental care and also to promote public awareness regarding the need for
energy conservation and environment protection. The main objective of ENCON Club
is to drive home the message of energy conservation and environment protection in
the minds of students by planning and organizing regular activities. This will help to
create a strong network of environment conscious people who would pass on the
tradition to the next generation.
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Chief Guest, Dr. Kochu Baby Manjooran, Manager, BPCL Kochi Refinery inaugurated
the ENCON Club at AISAT, and distributed prizes for the winners of ENCON Quiz
competition. Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal, Rev. Fr. John Christopher, Assistant
Manager & Mr. Thomas Felix, Asst. Professor & Coordinator spoke at the inaugural
ceremony. Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil, Associate Manager presented a memento
to the chief guest, as a token of gratitude. The occasion was graced by the presence
of Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager. The inaugural ceremony was followed by
a talk on Energy Conservation and Environment Protection by the chief guest.

ENCON Quiz 2015

The ENCON club organized an intra-collegiate quiz competition on Energy
Conservation and Environment Protection, ENCON Quiz 2015. The preliminary round
was held at seminar Hall on September 30, 2015. The event saw a good participation
from students of all the branches at AISAT. The final round was held on October 1,
2015. Mr. Paul Ansel V., HoD, Department of ECE was the quiz master. There were 4
rounds for the quiz and the audience was also given chance for answering the
questions. Mr. Joval Johnson and Mr. Vignesh R. of S1 ME won the first prize of
ENCON Quiz 2015.

Academic Advisory Council Meeting
The third annual Academic Advisory Council (AAC) meeting of Albertian Institute of
Science & Technology was held on October 31, 2015. Dr. T. V. Geetha, Professor,
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Anna University, Chennai, Mr.
Venugopal C. Govind, Chartered Accountant & Managing partner of Varma & Varma
Co., Mr. Fazal Ali, Managing Director, Bava Sons Constructions Pvt. Ltd and president
of the Alumni Association of Student Chapter NIT, Calicut, Dr. Augustus Joseph,
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Emeritus Professor, University of Manhatten, New York & a specialist in nuclear
Engineering and Mr. Cyriac Davis, CMD, KITCO who has contributed much to KITCO,
Vyttila Mobility Hub and to CIAL were the AAC members present during the day. The
Heads of the five departments made a presentation on the activities held in their
departments during the last academic year. The AAC members were pleased with the
progress of each department and also commented that the college should always
focus on consistent examination results.

Other General Events
·

AISAT Nature club has organised a talk on Relevance of Nature Protection on
February 19, 2016 by Mr. Philip Abraham, Director – Phil's HR Solutions. The talk
was about the role of an ordinary human being towards nature protection.

·

The district level paper presentation contest organized by KSEB Engineers'
Association was held at AISAT on January 27, 2016.

·

The ENCON Club at AISAT observed Oil and Gas Conservation fortnight from
January 16 to 31, 2016. A quiz competition was organized in connection with this
on January 28, 2016. An essay writing competition was also conducted.

·

AISAT NSS unit organized a meeting on July 29, 2015 at AISAT to pay tribute to Dr.
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, former president of India, who passed away on July 27,
2015.

·

A 3-day bridge programme was conducted for the S1 students from July 29 to
31, 2015.

·

A special faculty meeting for welcoming the new faculty members to AISAT
family was held on July 17, 2015. Mr. Paul Ansel V, HoD, Department of ECE
spoke about the general practices followed in AISAT. The new faculty members
were given hands on session on linways, the college management system by Mr.
Hari Krishnan and Ms. Sini Joy, Assistant Professors, Department of CSE.

·

AISAT in association with Jesus Youth conducted a two day youth programme
titled 'Love of Lord' in the campus for the catholic students on July 10 and 11,
2015.

·

A Live Streaming lecture on 'An Overview of Academic System of Kerala
Technological University (KTU)' was held on June 22, 2015 from 10.00 am to
12.30 noon from Kerala Technological University, Trivandrum. The session was
attended by all the faculty members.

·

AISAT Nature Club and NSS Technical Cell joined hands to celebrate the most
meaningful event, 'World Environment Day' on June 5, 2015 by planting trees in
the campus and thus serving nature and increasing the canopy in the campus.
Planting trees in the campus was done with a motive to cultivate the concept of
'eco-friendly living' in the campus.
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·

ICFOSS conducted a two-day introductory session on FOSS and IOT at AISAT on
June 2 and 3, 2015, for the students. The event was a part of the six day
schedule, each of 2 days, to be held at Trivandrum, Kochi and Kozhikode.

·

A team from AISAT Ashwas Center and NSS-Technical Unit led by Rev. Fr. Alex
Kurisuparambil, Associate Manager visited St. Joseph's Boys Home,
Koonammavu on May 30, 2015. The team spent the day with the inmates and
distributed educational kits.

·

AISAT observed March 24, 2015 as Anti-Terrorism Day. Dr. K. E. George,
Principal addressed the students on the occasion and urged them to unite
against terror. Toastmaster Minnu Shaji, S6 ECE gave an insight on need to fight
against terrorism and importance of unity among student community. Several
posters and banners containing captions and various art works on anti-terrorism
were designed by students and faculty. A signature campaign was initiated by
our beloved Manager Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery followed by all staff and
students. The event was organized by AISAT NSS unit.

MoUs and Collaborations with Professional Bodies
AISAT maintains MoUs and collaborations with the following professional bodies
·

Society of Energy Engineers and Managers (SEEM)

·

Indian Concrete Institute(ICI) – Kochi Centre

·

Graduates Association of Consultant Engineers (GRACE)

·

Indian Geotechnical Society(IGS) - Kochi Chapter

·

Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers (IEEE) – Kochi Subsection

·

Alumni Society of Association of Overseas Technical Scholarships(AOTS),
Kerala – ASA Kerala

·

Institute of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers (IETE)

·

Association of Piling Specialists (APS)

·

Builders Association of India (BAI)

·

Association of Structural and Geotechnical Consultants (AS&GC)

·

Indian Institute of Industrial Engineering (IIIE)– Kerala Chapter

·

Indian Institute of Welding Technology (IIW)

·

Federation of Registered Civil Engineers (FORCE)

·

CMC Pvt Ltd., a Tata enterprise

·

IBM – Electromech Enterprises
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MoUs signed during the last year
· MoU between AISAT and CMC Pvt.
Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager on behalf of AISAT signed an MoU with
CMC Pvt. Limited, a subsidiary of TCS on March 27, 2015 at AISAT. The MoU
focuses on providing certified courses and placement assistance for the
students. CMC is a Tata Enterprise and a subsidiary of TCS. It is a leading systems
engineering and integration company in India, offering application design,
development, testing services and asset-based solutions in niche segments
through projects for mission critical systems. CMC has also been expanding its
service presence in international markets offering off-shoring advantages and
delivering value through service level-based and project scope-based deliveries.
· MoU between AISAT and Electro Mech Enterprises
An MoU was signed and exchanged between IBM – Electromech Enterprises and
AISAT on March 31, 2015 at AISAT. The official signing was done between the
office bearers from Electro-mech Enterprises and Rev. Fr. John Christopher, Asst.
Manager. The MoU focuses on conducting various IBM certified Courses in the
campus to equip the students with current trends in the industry. IBM is an
American multinational technology and consulting corporation. IBM
manufactures and markets computer hardware and software, and offers
infrastructure, hosting and consulting services in areas ranging from mainframe
computers to nanotechnology. The IBM-PartnerWorld, i.e Electro Mech
Enterprises(EME) which connects with an unbeatable portfolio of solutions and a
global sales force that gives the tools to leverage critical trends such as cloud, big
data, mobile, social business and security.
Major Activities under MoUs signed and collaborations

GIJUTSU '15
AISAT and ASA Kerala jointly organised GIJUTSU '15, a project competition for
engineering students on June 26, 2015 at AISAT. GIJUTSU-15 aimed to promote the
innovative ideas and ventures of students in the field of engineering. 15 Teams from
Engineering colleges all across Kerala participated in the event and projects in
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various engineering disciplines were presented. AWH Engineering College,
Kuttikkattoor won the First Prize for their project 'AYIN', a smart wearable device that
helps to control all other digital devices in the world such as pc, tabs and
smartphones. Sahrdaya College of Engineering and Technology, Kodakara and St.
Joseph's College of Engineering and Technology, Pala won the Second and Third
Prizes respectively. The total prize money worth Rs. 50,000/- was awarded on
October 5, 2015 at Nippon Kerala Centre by the Japanese Ambassador. Some
attractions of the Event were the projects 'Motor cycle for hand disabled', 'Smart
wheelchair', 'ARPITHA', a safety device for women and children and Rubber tapping
machine. All projects presented were relevant to the society as they dealt with
problems faced by common man in his day to day life. Mr. Balan M Nair, Director,
Watts Electronics Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Hudson Peter, Member, ASA Kerala, Mr. A J Antony,
former CGM, Cochin Shipyard Ltd., Dr. George Sleeba, former CMD, FACT, Prof. Dr. K
E George, Principal, AISAT and Rev. Fr. John Christopher, Assistant Manager, AISAT
were present during the event.

ProComp 2014-15
Procomp is an annual project
competition for the final year B.Tech
students of engineering colleges
under M.G university organized
jointly by Graduates' Association of
Consultant Engineers and
Department of Civil Engineering,
AISAT. The final presentation of
Procomp 2014-15 was conducted
on June 6, 2015. The function was inaugurated by Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery,
Manager.
Er. Abilash Joy, President, GRACE during his address briefed about the activities of
GRACE. Prof. Dr. Babu T. Jose, Director and Dr. K. E. George, Principal delivered
felicitations. There were 18 projects shortlisted for the final presentation. The
winners were selected by a panel consisting of experts in the field of Civil
Engineering. The Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya prize for the best project was bagged
by Ms. Manisha Anil, Ms. Jillu Jose, Ms. Maria Antony and Mr. Jose B. Thomas of
AmalJyothi College of Engineering, Kanjirappally. Mr. Amal Krishna, Mr.Joshly Johny,
Mr. Shiyas V. Azeez and Ms. Merin Kuriakose of SCMS, Karukutty stood second.
Ms.Amila Vijayan, Ms. Annet Mathew, Ms. Anchu Ajayakumar and Mr. Vishnu
Ramesh from SNGCE, Kadayiruppu came third. The winning teams were awarded,
prize money, plaque, citation and certificates at a colourful ceremony organized
jointly by GRACE and AISAT.
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AISAT-IGS Award

The AISAT-IGS Award, for the best M. Tech thesis in Geotechnical engineering in
Kerala, was awarded to Ms. M. Kalyani of NIT, Calicut for her exceptional work on
Ground improvement of soft clay using compacted lime flyash column technique.
The award which comprised of a citation and a cash prize of Rs. 10,000/-, was
presented to her by Dr. V. S. Raju, former Director, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi
at the fourth Praphulla Kumar Lecture Programme on October 10, 2015 at IMA hall,
Ernakulam. The event was jointly organized by Indian Geotechnical Society Kochi
Chapter and Association of Piling Specialists, Kochi. Mr. M. D. Nair, Chairman, IGS –
Kochi Chapter, Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager, AISAT, Dr. Babu T. Jose,
Director, AISAT & Patron, IGS –Kochi Chapter, Mr. Manoj Mathew, BAI – Kochi Centre
and Mr. B. Chandramohanan, Secretary, APS – Kochi were the dignitaries present at
the event. The annual lecture was delivered on the topic Geotechnical Professional
Practices in India - The Challenges and Opportunities – some case studies by Dr. V.
S. Raju, an exceptional talent who has contributed to the growth of Geotechnical
Engineering in the country.

Federation of Registered Civil Engineers (FORCE)
AISAT hosted the inauguration of the academic activities of the prestigious
Federation of Registered Civil engineers (FORCE), on September 17, 2015 in the
presence of the creamy layer of personalities from the Civil Engineering industry of
the state. FORCE is a common forum where the established Civil Engineering
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associations including GRACE, IGS, ICI, Kerala PWD Graduate Engineers
Association, Association of Structural and Geotechnical consultants and
Association of Construction Engineers join hands for a common objective to elevate
the glory of Civil engineering profession and also for attaining the rights of a civil
engineer. The academic activities were inaugurated by Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery,
Manager & Dr. Babu T. Jose, Director, AISAT. Dr. Anil Joseph, President FORCE
conveyed the objectives behind the formation of the federation. Mr. S.R.C Nair, Mr. M.
D. Nair, Chairman, IGS Kochi chapter, Mr. M.M Mohandas, MD, Malayil Builders, Mr.
P. A. Hashim, Mr. Shelly Fernandez, ICI Kochi chapter, and Mr. Abhilash Joy offered
their felicitations. The AISAT Civil engineering faculty and students were also present
for this event.

Other activities
·

A 'Popsicle Stick Bridge' Competition was held at AISAT on September 23,2015.
The competition has been organized as a part of the academic activities
of the forum of Civil engineers, Federation of Registered Civil engineers (FORCE).
The model crafted by the students from Sree Buddha College of Engineering,
Pattoor secured the first prize. The teams from AISAT and SCMS Karukutty
bagged the second and third prizes respectively. An expert panel of judges
including professional as wellas academic experts in the field evaluated the
models.

·

The preliminary round of – ICI Crescere'15- an intercollegiate quiz competition
conducted by Indian Concrete Institute- Kochi Chapter was held at AISAT for the
final year B.Tech students on October 1, 2015.

·

AISAT and Indian Institute of Welding (IIW) Cochin jointly organised a one day
seminar on Welding Technology on July 3, 2015. The sessions, 'Welding
Technology – Basics For Engineers' by Mr. P. J. Varghese, Secretary, IIW Cochin
and 'Quality Control Of Weldments for Beginners' by Mr. P.Govindankutty, ViceChairman, IIW Cochin were focussed on providing fundamental information on
various welding processes as well as the quality aspects of different welding
techniques.

·

The prize distribution ceremony of GIJUTSU-15 was held at Nippon Kerala
Centre, Kalamassery on October 5, 2015. GIJUTSU-15, an all Kerala Project
Competition for Engineering Students, was held on June 26, 2015 and was
organized jointly by ASA Kerala and AISAT Kalamassery.
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Activities of the Departments

IRON FIST-2K15

The Depar tment of Mechanical Engineering
organized IRON FIST-2K15, a visual extravaganza for
the automobile aficionados all over Kerala, on March
27, 2015. The event showcased an array of
exhibitions and contests that had excellent
participation from colleges all over Kerala. The
programme witnessed various events like Auto
Show, Auto Parts Exhibition and competitions. Mr. John K. Paul, Director, Popular
Motors Pvt. Ltd, Mr. Vinod Kumar, MVI, Kerala Motor Vehicles Department, and
Mr. Jamal Manakkadan, Municipal Chairman graced the occasion with their
presence. Auto Show was complete with vintage cars; those that were manufactured
way before India became independent, and some others, the last of the few pieces in
perfect shape on the face of the earth. It also featured a variety of bikes and cars. A
large number of competitions such as Design, Auto wizard, Pit stop, Kickering, Fix it
up and Graffiti were organised for the huge crowd.

ESPERANZA 2K15
The Department of Computer Science
and Engineering hosted an intercollegiate technical fest named
Esperanza 2K15 on September 11,
2015. Esperanza 2K15 aimed at finding
and motivating the best talents through
various highly competitive competitions
in the field of Information Technology.
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The Fest was inaugurated by Mr. S. R. Nair, CEO, Team Frontline Limited and Mr.
Joshy Cyriac, CEO, IHTS Technologies. The event was blessed by the presence of
Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvasserry, Manager and Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil,
Associate Manager.
The Tech fest was a combination of technical events and non-technical events like
Coding and Debugging, Best Manager, Treasure Hunt, Web Designing, Reinvento
(idea presentation) and fun zone. Esperanza 2k15 featured a placement offer from
Cool Minds Technologies Pvt. Ltd., for the winner of the Coding and Debugging event.
A total participation of approximately 250 students for 14 competitions was recorded
on the same day from different Engineering colleges in Ernakulam and the nearby
districts of Kerala State.

Creatrix '2k16
AISAT Civil Engineering Association (ACEA) celebrated ACEA day on February 26,
2016. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager AISAT inaugurated the ACEA Day
Celebrations. Rev Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil, Associate Manager, Rev. Fr. John
Christopher Vadassery, Assistant Manager AISAT, Prof. Dr. Babu T. Jose, Director
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AISAT and Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal AISAT were present on the occasion. In
connection with the celebrations ACEA in association with Dalmia Bharat Cement
organized Creatrix '2k16 an inter-collegiate technical fest exclusively for the Civil
Engineering students from various engineering colleges. The focal point of the fest
was Technical Expo on “Modern Construction Practices”. Sri Vijay Kumaran S N, Sr.
General Manager, Dalmia Bharat Cement inaugurated the expo. Representatives from
Hilti India Pvt. Ltd., Zuari Cement and other companies were also present during the
inaugural ceremony. The expo which was open to public comprised of 30 stalls
exhibiting products and practices having international standards which are essential
for economic and sustainable construction. Overwhelming response from the public
made the expo a grand success. The technical fest was momentous with an array of
contests which included 'NIRMAAN' – Revit challenge, 'DYUTHI' – Quiz competition,
'SWAPAS' – Poster competition, 'DRISHTIM' – Short film competition and 'SHIKAAR'
– Treasure hunt. All the contests had excellent participation from both external and
home teams.
Sri K. Lava, Managing Director, SFS Homes Pvt. Ltd released 'Srishti' – the third issue
of the Civil Engineering Department bulletin by presenting it to Rev Fr. Alex
Kurishuparambil, Associate Manager, AISAT, during the valedictory function. The
winning teams of the contests were honored with cash prizes, certificates and
mementos during the occasion.

Seminar on Renewable Energies: Economical & Environmental
Aspects of Solar PV Technology
A Seminar on Renewable Energies: Economical & Environmental Aspects of Solar PV
Technology was conduced on January 25, 2016. Mr. Johannes Fischbeck, Vice
President Business Development, Moopens Energy Solutions Pvt. Ltd. was the
resource person. The seminar was attended by the students of EEE and ECE. During
the talk Mr. Fischbeck stressed on the need of producing energy from renewable
sources. He also elaborated on the various economical and environmental aspects of
Solar PV Technology.
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Events at a glance
·

The Department of Civil Engineering in association with Inter CAD Sytems Pvt.
Ltd.,organized a 5-day intensive training program on Autodesk Revit Architecture
from January, 11 to 15, 2016. Autodesk Revit is a building information modeling
software for architects, structural engineers, MEP engineers, designers and
contractors.

·

A seminar on 'Recent trends in electronics projects and career opportunities'
was organized by EACE, the ECE Association on September 14, 2015.
Mr. Shahim Baker, Director, Grey Technolabs was the resource person.

·

A workshop on verilog was conducted for the S5 ECE students on September 12,
2015. The workshop was handled by Mr. Michael George and Mr. Sanju Alias K.
Varghese, Assistant Professors, Dept. of ECE.

·

ENIGMA, the annual computer hardware exhibition was organized by ENIAC, the
CSE Association on September 9, 2015.The students of S3 CSE exhibited
models and gadgets and explained about the various working principle and
procedures of the exhibits to the staff and students.

·

EACE, Electronics and Communications Engineering Department, organised a
talk on Internet of Things on August 17, 2015. The session was handled by Mr.
Shahim Baker, Director, Grey Technolabs.

·

The activities of LUMINA, the EEE association for the year 2015-16 was
inaugurated by Mr. C. P. Philipose, Chairman, Sevana Group of Companies on
August 13, 2015. A model making competition using e-waste (electronic waste)
and a photography contest was organized as a part of the event. The prize
distribution for the competitions was done during the ceremony. The chief guest,
Mr. C. P. Philipose delivered a talk on Entrepreneurship after the inaugural
ceremony.

·

ENIAC, the CSE Association inaugurated the activities for the academic year
2015-16 on August 12, 2015. Mr. Ullas Ponnadi, Director and CTO, CreatNlrn
inaugurated the activities and delivered a technical talk on Startup Opportunities.
He shared valuable ideas about Gen Y, Enterprises and Technology trends,
Nascomm, Zinnor predictions and reality of future IT engineering.

·

The fourth Departmental Advisory Committee (DAC) meeting of the Civil
Engineering Department was held on July 25, 2015 at AISAT. DAC is an annual
forum which reviews the performance of the department in the last academic
year and also formulates guidelines for the year ahead.

·

The activities of AISAT Civil Engineering Association (ACEA) for the academic
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year 2015-16 were inaugurated on July 25, 2015. The inaugural function was
preceded by a technical talk by Mr. Shivaprakash Gangappa, Product Segment
Manager-Admixtures, Fosroc Chemicals (India) Pvt Ltd. on the use of Admixtures
in Concrete. He gave a presentation about the good points in using admixtures
and its escalating demand in the concrete industry.
· ENIAC, the CSE Association conducted a workshop on Python titled 'Getting
started with Python' on July 8 and 9, 2015, for the S3 CSE students. The
workshop was handled by Mr. Harikrishnan M and Ms. Sara Renjit, Assistant
Professors, Dept. of CSE.
· A Workshop on mobile application development was conducted from July 1 to 9,
2015. The course covered the basics of HTML4, HTML5 and Javascript
languages to develop different applications. The course also introduced IBM
Worklight, a standards based platform which supports multiple mobile operating
environments and devices by using a single shared code base. The workshop
was conducted by IBM trainers Mr. Raghavanand and Mr. Jagadish.
· The S3 CE students along with four faculty members visited Marian Sneha
Bhavan, Mamangalam on July 1, 2015.
· A free foundation course in Engineering Mathematics was organised by the
Department of ASH at AISAT for engineering aspirants from June 1 to 5, 2015.
· Two-day training on PLAXIS 3D was conducted for the faculty of Civil Engineering
on April 23 and 24, 2015 at CADD Lab. Mr.Siva Subramaniam from
RAMCADDSYS gave a presentation on PLAXIS 3D and hands on training was also
provided.
· The Department of Civil engineering organized a talk by Er. Suresh during the
Empower hour on March 31, 2015 for the S6 students on the topic 'Comparison
between IS 800-1984 and IS 800-2007'.
· The AISAT Civil Engineering Association (ACEA) organised a talk on March19,
2015 in connection with Water Conservation Day. Ms. Jolly Thomas, Retd. Supdt
Engineer, Kerala Water Authority was the resource person. She enlightened the
audience about the need for water conservation and the critical issues related to
water treatment.
· Dr. Renjitha Mary Varghese, Asst. Professor, Department of CE presented her
research work on 'Study of Liquefaction in Sands using Shaking table tests' during
the Empower hour on March 19, 2015. This was followed by a talk on 'Bituminous
Macadam Construction and Bituminous dressing' by Ms. Merlin John, S6 CE
student. The faculty members and students of CE attended the programme.
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News from faculty
·

Mr. Antonio Joseph, Asst. Professor, Department of ME presented the paper
titled "Acoustic Analysis to Determine the Occurrence of Misfiring in SI Engines
Using Wavelet Transform", in the International Conference on Emerging Trends
in Mechanical Engineering on December 17, 2015 at Cochin University of
Science and Technology.

·

Mr. Antonio Joseph, Asst. Professor, Department of ME presented a poster titled
"Turbocharged SI engine with water exhaust injection system and cooled
exhaust gas recirculation for better fuel economy" in Young Scientist's
Conference as a part of India International Science Festival on December 7,
2015 at IIT Delhi.

·

Mr. Hans M H, Asst. Professor, Department of ME presented the paper titled
"Hybrid turbocharged SI engine with cooled exhaust gas recirculation for
improved performance", in the International Conference on Emerging Trends in
Engineering, Science and Technology on December 10, 2015 at College of
Engineering, Thrissur.

·

Dr. Arun Joy, Asst. Professor, Department of ECE presented a paper titled 'BFAM
2D-RLS Channel Estimation for Frequency Selective Environment in Two-Way
Relay', at RTUWO 2015, Conference on Advances in Wireless and Optical
Communications held at Riga Technical University, Riga, Latvia during
November 5 to 6, 2015.

·

Ms. Rinku John, Asst. Professor, Department of CE presented a paper titled "A
Study on the behavior of bubble deck slab using ANSYS" at National Conference
on Innovative Practices in Civil engineering IPCE' 15 , held at Mar Baselios
Institute Of Technology and Science from October 15 to16, 2015.

·

Mr. Nobin Paul, Asst. Professor, Department of EEE presented a paper titled
'Genetic Algorithm based Optimisation of PWPF Modulator for Spacecraft
Attitude Control System Employing Thrusters' at the 16th National Conference
on Technological Trends 2015 held from September 11 to 12, 2015 at College of
Engineering, Trivandrum.

·

Ms. Parvathy J. M., Assistant Professor, Department of ECE published a paper
titled 'Design of Microcantilever beam for vapour detection using COMSOL' in
the International Journal of Engineering and Technology in June 2015.

·

Mr. Antonio Joseph, Assistant Professor, Department of ME presented a paper
titled 'Approximate analysis of SI engine knocking using wavelet and its control
with cooled exhaust gas recirculation' on April 30, 2015 ,held at Anna University,
Tirunelveli.
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·

Mr. Paul Ansel V., HoD, ECE presented a paper titled 'Enhanced Noise Shaping
based Band-Pass Cross-Coupled ΣΔ Modulators for Advanced Wireless
Transceivers' at the International Conference on Information and
Communication Technologies, ICICT and the paper was published in Procedia
Computer Science, Volume 46, 2015.

·

Mr. Antonio Joseph, Assistant Professor, Department of ME presented papers
titled 'Finite time thermodynamic modelling of an irreversible Otto cycle' and
'Numerical analysis of the efficiency enhancement in spark ignition engine', in
International Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering, held
at Royal College of Engineering and Technology, Thrissur on March 26, 2015.

·

Mr. Antonio Joseph, Assistant Professor, Department of ME presented papers
titled 'Analysis of Performance enhancement in SI engine using Reciprocating
compressor and expander' and 'Finite Time Thermodynamic analysis of an
irreversible Otto cycle', in International Conference in Energy efficient
technologies for Automobiles”, on March 20, 2015,held at Anna University,
Trichy.

·

Mr. Antonio Joseph, Assistant Professor, Department of ME presented a paper
titled 'Real time analysis for reducing engine knocking using EGR' in National
Conference in Innovative Engineering, on March 19, 2015, held at Holy Grace
Academy of Engineering, Mala.

·

Ms. Syama I. J., Assistant Professor, Department of CE published a paper
entitled 'Performance of Laterite soil grains as adsorbent in the removal of
chromium' in the journal Current World Environment in March 2015.

Achievements
·

AISAT participated in the 'Manorama-IBS Yuva Mastermind,' competition which
is held every year since 2010 among school and college students for science
and technology innovations. The team comprised of five students and a teacher
from the Electrical and Electronics Department namely Mr. Joseph Sen, Mr.
Rolands Jose, Mr. Jeswin Joseph, Mr. Ashwin Stanly, Mr. Joe Kuruppassery
(students) and Ms. Traise Susan (Mentor). In
the final exhibition and evaluation conducted at
Maman Mapila Hall, Kottayam on January 29 &
30, 2016 they won the Special Jury Award in the
college category worth a prize money of
Rs.10,000/- for their project 'Robotic Wireman's
Electric Cutter' . Dr Shivathanu Pillai, Scientist,
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ISRO presented the certificates and also appreciated them for their initiative and
interest in applying engineering knowledge and skills towards providing solution
to local issues.
·

Mr. Albin Thambi, S5 CE won the 1st position in Kerala state
in the 3D Student Design Challenge-2015 conducted by Auto
Desk, India. His achievement is in the category of BIM
Design. 3D Student Design Challenge-2015 was a national
level competition in which there were participants from
different states across India. Autodesk Education has
launched this competition giving students from different
disciplines a unique platform to experiment, brain storm,
stimulate interest and bring out their creativity in the form of
great design projects.

·

Dr. Jimmy Thomas, Professor, Depar tment of Civil
Engineering, AISAT has been greatly honoured for his
exceptional contributions in the field of Geosynthetics by the
Central Board of Irrigation and Power, Govt. of India and the
International Society of Geosynthetics, India Chapter. The
annual appreciation awards are instituted for the invariable
talents in the field of research particularly in the field of
Geosynthetics and this year five personalities in the field were selected for the
same from across the country. The AISAT family appreciated him in recognition of
his great achievement during a joyous moment in the faculty meeting held on
November 21, 2015.

News from Placement & Training Cell
Training Activities

2016 Batch (Final Year)
Placement activity hour for all branches is scheduled for every week. In-house
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trainings are given for Aptitude and Group Discussion by the faculty coordinators of P
& T cell. Also different training programmes on various technical skills required for
respective placements are also imparted. In addition to this, training programmes by
outside agencies are conducted on regular working hours and on holidays. The
following trainings were also given :
· Clinical Approach to Aptitude Tests - Konfidence Team
· Overseas Education and Job Opportunities - RIYA Education
· Awareness on competitive exams (GMAT, GRE, IELTS, SAT, GATE) - IDP Education
Pvt. Ltd
· Interview/Resume Preparation - Your Wings, Bangalore
· Mock Selection Process - C L Educate Ltd, Kochi
· Training on Aptitude Test - FACE.
2017 Batch (Pre-final Year)
Scheduled training programmes for improving soft and technical skills are given . In
addition to this special sessions on various topics by outside agencies are also
imparted.
· Seminar on IPv6 - Spectrum Info Tech Pvt. Ltd.
· Clinical and Professional Approach to Aptitude – Konfidence Team
· Awareness on competitive exams and oversees education opportunities - T.I.M.E.

Placements:
Placement and Training Cell has made commendable achievement to place majority
of eligible students graduating in 2016, which is our first batch and the placement
process is on the run. 85.5 % of the eligible students have received job offers from
various companies till February 2016.
Our recruiters as on February 2016:
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Ancillaries
Academic Advisory Council
AISAT has an Academic Advisory Council. This council is a judicious mix of
researchers, academicians, scientists and practitioners from varied disciplines. The
AAC provides strategic and external inputs on issues of key importance as the
institute grows.
Departmental Advisory Committee
Departmental Advisory Committee (DAC) is a group of dedicated industrial
representatives and professors from various other universities and colleges who
actively support the strategic objectives and goals of the each department at AISAT.
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They provide the department with valuable input concerning current and future
trends in industry, resources for research and development, industry interfaces and
exchanges, recruitment opportunities and departmental promotion.
AISAT Purple League
Drawing inspiration from the life sketch of Bharata Ratna A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, AISAT
has started a novel program called AISAT Purple League for selected students who
can scale greater heights with additional input. Purple League is a group of the best
students of each batch, selected based on the marks obtained in B.Tech first year to
start with. They are called upon to take up objective type tests, group discussions,
extempore speeches and an interview. Based on all these, a group of promising
students, AISAT Purple League (APL) members are provisionally selected and given
special training in personality development, greater exposure to recent
developments in technology of their choice, selective inputs in overall personal
development of the individuals to attain their life goals chosen in consultation with
their parents. The provisional members of the APL who satisfy the prescribed norms
are confirmed in the eighth semester on AISAT Day. The aim of the Purple league is to
train and sharpen the students' skills to make them a fuller engineer.
AISAT Toastmasters Club
Toastmasters International is a non- profit educational organization that operates
clubs worldwide for the purpose of helping members improves their communication,
public speaking, and leadership skills. Founded by Dr Ralph C. Smedley on October
22, 1924,at the YMCA in Santa Ana, California, United States, today the organization
serves over 313,000 members in 126 countries, through its over 14,650 member
clubs. AISAT Toastmasters club is the only one such Club in the State of Kerala that is
functioning inside an Engineering College.
Aquinas Research Centre
Knowledge generated by research is the basis of sustainable development, which
requires that knowledge be placed at the service of development, be converted into
applications, and be shared to ensure widespread benefits. Keeping this in mind
Aquinas Research Centre was established in AISAT, to increase synergy by sharing
knowledge within the college and through intensive cooperation with our
surroundings. The Aquinas Research Centre was inaugurated on November
11,2013.
AISAT Centre for Innovation, Incubation and Entrepreneurship (ACIIE)
The AISAT Centre for Innovation Incubation &Entrepreneurship is an interdisciplinary
centre that aims to promote innovative ideas, help them incubate through assistance
and promote entrepreneurship skills among budding engineers through a process of
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education, experience sharing, and resource sharing and technical support. AISAT
CIIE is focused on disseminating knowledge on technical and entrepreneurial activity
through classes and short term training courses. Through hands-on activities,
projects, internships and competitions, students, faculty and public are empowered
to identify “the entrepreneur” within them. The centre would promote innovationbased enterprises, encourage technology transfer, patenting and commercialization
of the product. The Centre is headed by Director, Dr. Prof. BabuT.Jose, former
Director of School of Engineering, Cochin University of Science and Technology
(CUSAT)
Students Counselling Cell
The students counselling cell offers free and confidential counselling to students on
individual or group basis. Arrangements have been made to have professional
counsellors available for personal counselling. The office provides a confidential
atmosphere in which students can explore any topic or situation and discuss any
concerns they may have. The cell also organizes workshops and presentations on a
variety of psychological issues.
Yoga/Meditation Centre
Yoga and meditation are effective to exercise control over mind and soul and helps to
gain overall balance and focus. The college has established a yoga and meditation
centre for the students, which is being run under the guidance of astute trainers. Yoga
classes are to be seen as part of curriculum. Students along with staff participate in
the yoga and meditation classes to lead a stress free life.
Ashwas centre
The Ashwas Centre of Albertian Institute of Science and Technology, Kalamassery is
open to every individual who is interested in social work. It upholds the need for
selfless service and consideration to fellow human beings. The various activities
undertaken by Ashwas Club are Organ donation camps, Eye camp, blood donation
camps, health awareness and medical camps, literacy classes, rehabilitation works
during natural calamities, visit to hospitals and old age homes, environmental
awareness campaigns, etc. It aims at the involvement mainly of undergraduate
students on a voluntary basis to understand the problems of the communities to
awaken social consciousness and develop the overall personality of the students.
This will aid the students to emerge as responsible individuals encompassing the
virtues of life.
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Clubs at AISAT
· Advanced Yoga Club
· Animation Club
· Design & Innovation Club
· AISAT Live wire FM (90.3) Radio Club
· Toastmasters International
· Encon club
· Literary Forum
· HAM Radio club
· Book Club
· NSS Technical Cell
· Poster Designing Club
· Cultural Club
· Science Club
· Sports Club
· Industrial & Business Club
· Nature Club
· Debate Club

Scholarships
AISAT has instituted the following awards/scholarships:
·

Merit Scholarship
The scholarship based on merit is awarded in the memory of
Most Rev. Dr. Daniel Acharuparambil, the fourth indigenous
Metropolitan Archbishop of Verapoly and under whose
patronage the initiative of AISAT was commenced. The
student who secures highest aggregate marks in the first and
second semester university examinations will be eligible for
the scholarship.

·

Merit cum means scholarship
The scholarships based on merit cum means are instituted in
the memory of Archbishop Most Rev. Dr. Angel Mary Perez
Cecelia, who adorned the Archdiocese of Verapoly from
1919 to 1934. This scholarship will be awarded to two
students one under the general category and the other under
community category. Along with aggregate marks scored in
the first and second semester university examinations, the socio-financial
situation of the applicants will also be considered as a selection criterion.
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·

Fee Waiver for Kerala Entrance Top Rank Holders
Fee Waiver is granted for students with Kerala Entrance Rank as follows:
Less than 5000

: full tuition fee is waived.

Between 5001 – 7000

: 75% tuition fee is waived.

Between 7001– 10,000 : 50% tuition fee is waived.
This will be continued for the following years, provided that there is value
addition in the performance of such students.
·

Fee Waiver – based on Maths mark
Scholarships are given for students based on Plus Two
Mathematics marks as follows:
For those with above 85% (CBSE/ICSE) or 90% (HSE) –
scholarship of 80% tution fee.
For those with above 80% (CBSE/ICSE) or 85% (HSE) –
scholarship of 60% tution fee.
For those with above 70% (CBSE/ICSE) or 80% (HSE) – scholarship of 50%
tution fee.

The scholarship is instituted in memory of Rev. Dr. Augustine Konnully, an
internationally acclaimed mathematician and fourth Principal of St. Albert's College,
Ernakulam.
·

Gold Medal for the Best Outgoing Student
A 'Gold Medal Award' has been instituted by Prof. Dr. Babu T.
Jose, the Director of AISAT, for the Best Outgoing Student.

·

Msgr. Jacob Chakiamuri Scholarship
A scholarship scheme in memory of Msgr. Jacob
Chakiamuri has also been initiated at AISAT for the
economically poor but academically brilliant students.

·

AISAT-SEEM Scholarship
Students of EEE or ECE who intend to do project/research on
energy-related topics are eligible for this scholarship.

·

Avanza Award
For the best paper presentation on a particular theme.
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·

AISAT- IGS Award
For the best M.Tech thesis in Geo Techincal Engineering in Kerala

·

AISAT- GRACE Award
For the best B.Tech project in Civil Engineering in Kerala

·

AISAT- ASA Kerala Award
For the best B.Tech project in Kerala
Brief History of AISAT
Albertian Institute of Science and Technology (AISAT), Kalamassery is an
undertaking of the Archidiocese of Verapoly; an Archdiocese which has a track
record of centuries serving in the field of education and social services. This
great legacy of the Archdiocese today is maintained and fostered under the
benevolent patronage of His Grace Most Rev. Dr. Francis Kallarackal, the
Metropolitan Archbishop of Verapoly. The initiative of starting an engineering
college with the state of art facilities was pioneered by the former Archbishop of
Verapoly Dr. Daniel Acharuparambil. The foundation stone was laid on July 22,
2010 by His Grace Dr. Francis Kallarackal, Metropolitan Archbishop of Verapoly,
in the presence of Rt. Rev. Dr. Joseph Karikkassery, the then Auxiliary Bishop and
Vicar General of Archidiocese of Verapoly. The first Phase was completed within
a year and AISAT was blessed by His Grace Dr. Francis Kallarackal, the
Metropolitan Archbishop of Verapoly, on August 31, 2011 in the presence of Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Dr. Alex Vadakumthala the Vicar General, Rev. Dr. Clement
Valluvassery, the Manager AISAT and Rev. Fr. Alex Kurishuparambil, the
Associate Mananger.
AISAT is located in the industrial belt of City of Kochi, neigbhoured by Cochin
University of Science and Technology, nestled by the side of National Highway
47, HMT road and Seaport – Airport road. AISAT is easily accessible from all
focal points.
The college is affiliated to M.G. University/ APJ Abdul Kalam University, approved
by AICTE and ISO 9001-2008. It offers B.Tech courses in Civil Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical & Electronics Engineering and Computer
Science & Engineering and M.Tech in Civil Engineering.
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Some of our Major Sister Institutions
St. Albert's College, Ernakulam
www.alberts.ac.in
Albertian Institute of Management, Ernakulam
www.aim.edu.in
St. Paul's College, Kalamassery
www.stpauls.ac.in
St. Teresa's College, Ernakulam
www.teresas.ac.in
St. Xavier's College, Aluva
www.sxcw.ac.in
Lourdes College of Nursing
www.lourdeshospital.in
Little Flower Engineering Institute, Kalamassery
www.lfei.in

